Presentation:

UNSTOPPABLE YOU
With humour and motivation, students leave feeling like they can crush their obstacles and
soar to the top! No matter where you are in life, sometimes students just need to be
inspired. You have great students who just need to push their inner power. That's never
easy with Bullying, Diversity, Social Media, and Fast Forward pace of today.

As an expert on Disarming Limiting Beliefs,
Seen in Oprah Magazine, 30 million viral
video views of her school story 2019, International Award-Winning
Leader & Speaker, Decorated Athlete, TV HOST & Bestselling
Author and honoured humanitarian, Unstoppable Tracy
provides tools for resilience, determination, and ways to affect
positive change to everyone around you. Tracy's verve for life and
ability to overcome obstacles are immediately apparent in these
keynote presentations, and her story of perseverance, courage,
positivity, and commitment, challenges the misconceptions of
people. Her unique perspective as a 4-way amputee
inspires all audiences to set goals, persevere through adversity,
and do what it takes to achieve success.
Tracy turns 'No' into accepted counter offers. She shares how she:
Exceeded Uncertainties with deep capable belief till sailed at World
Cups; Embraced Possibilities despite wipeouts in the trees on ski
runs called OMG 'Oh Me Gooodness'; and how she Earned
Independence hanging of cliffs by sorting out the right life lines in
her friends. What you focus on grows! Who you surround yourself
with is who you become.
Followed by a Question and Answer that is always engaging and no one wants to end.
Learning Outcomes:
● Students will learn tools to improve resiliency and goal-setting
● Students will improve their listening, negotiating and decision-making skills
● Students will learn more about the importance of inclusivity, diversity and acceptance
When:

Wednesday February 12, 2019

Time:

10:45 am – 11:45 am

Where:

St. Paul’s Elementary School, Richmond BC

RSVP:

one (1) adult chaperone + 4-5 students per elementary school
• Email rpillay@cisva.bc.ca to register your school (limit of 10 elementary schools)
• Deadline for RSVP: Thursday October 31, 2019

Learn more:

https://www.unstoppabletracy.com/
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Testimonial
“Tracy’s inspiring personal story of how she has overcome barriers & her personal beliefs that anyone can
make a difference and is "unstoppable", leaves your students feeling Unstoppable too!” Derek Logan, Principal,
Kingsway College Private Elementary School
“Many of our kids face pretty big challenges everyday... challenges we can never imagine. Challenges that break
our hearts. I think what Tracy offers them is a new perspective. They see her and they think wow... look at
what she can do! And I believe that it gives them hope. It gives them hope that one day they too can do
amazing things... perhaps things that neither they nor us nor anyone else has dreamt for them up until this
point. And seriously... is there anything more important than that???? I don’t think so.”
Jodi Albrecht, Principal, Coronation Public School

Newspaper Article about a school visit from Tracy:
https://www.todaysnorthumberland.ca/2019/02/16/upstoppable-tracy-if-you-have-no-excuses-you-have-nolimits/

3 Minute clip of Nobody Left Behind 2019... blew my mind it took off with over 25 million views!! It is a
useful resource and fit for your newsletter or email list to Teachers and Parents with a request to follow
#unstoppabletracy on social media please.
https://www.facebook.com/dailygoalcast/videos/260840514584526/?v=260840514584526
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